Abstract In pedestrian-dense traffic scenarios, an autonomous vehicle may have to safely drive through a crowd of pedestrians while the vehicle tries to keep the desired speed as much as possible. This requires a model that can predict the motion of crowd pedestrians and a method for the vehicle to predictively adjust its speed. In this study, the model-based predictive control (MPC) was combined with a social-force based vehicle-crowd interaction (VCI) model to regulate the longitudinal speed of the autonomous vehicle. The predictive feature of the VCI model can be precisely utilized by the MPC. A criterion for simultaneously guaranteeing pedestrian safety and keeping the desired speed was designed, and consequently, the MPC was formulated as a standard quadratic programming (QP) problem, which can be easily solved by standard QP toolbox. The proposed approach was compared with the traditional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control approach for regulating longitudinal speed. Scenarios of different pedestrian density were evaluated in simulation. The results demonstrated the merits of the proposed method to address this type of problem. It also shows the potential of extending the method to address more complex vehiclepedestrian interaction situations.
INTRODUCTION
Pedestrian safety has always been the main concern of the traffic system. In U.S., from year 2007 to 2016, the percentage of pedestrian fatalities in total fatalities has increased from 11% to 16% [1] . In the statistics of 2016, 72% of pedestrian fatalities does not happen at intersection, which means these fatalities happen at places where there is no traffic signal controlling the priorities of the traffic participants. Therefore, it is important to study such unsignalized scenarios, especially for autonomous vehicles that have the ability to automatically adjust their speed hence avoid errors caused by human drivers. In this study, a specific unsignalized scenario is considered, in which the autonomous vehicle needs to drive through a crowd of pedestrians. Pedestrian crowd with high density (e.g. larger than 10 pedestrians) is the main focus.
To cope with this scenario, this study proposed a modelbased predictive control strategy that incorporates a pedestrian motion prediction model to achieve the longitudinal speed regulation. Model predictive control (MPC) [2] has been used for vehicle longitudinal speed regulation for a long time. Most studies about MPC longitudinal speed regulation focuses on problems such as keeping a desired distance to the front vehicle, e.g., adaptive cruise control [3] , or dealing with big obstacles that appear in the front, e.g., yielding to a cut-in vehicle [4] . This study entered into a new area of using MPC for vehicle-pedestrian interaction scenario, which has not been properly addressed yet.
Since pedestrian motion is affected by various factors, it is necessary to find an appropriate model that can effectively describe the vehicle-pedestrian interaction. Most existing studies explored only the interaction between the vehicle and a couple of pedestrians, in which theories such as gap acceptance and time to collision have been used to determine the pedestrian's intention [5] . In [6] , a social force model [7] appended with the vehicle influence was proposed to predict the pedestrian's motion for the vehicle speed regulation. However, this model doesn't consider the interaction with highdensity pedestrians and the proposed vehicle speed regulation method has no predictive ability. In our previous work [8] , a social force based vehicle-crowd interaction (VCI) model was proposed to predict the motion of pedestrian crowd of any density, in which each individual pedestrian motion is subject to surrounding pedestrians and incoming vehicles. This study combined our previous work with the long-established MPC by designing the customized state constraints and the cost function to address the longitudinal speed regulation problem. The proposed method can keep the vehicle from a safe distance to the closest pedestrian in front, and in the meantime, try to maintain its desired speed as much as possible.
The flowchart of the combined MPC-VCI method is illustrated in figure 1. Vehicle-pedestrian interaction is evaluated at each time step k. The future N -step pedestrian motion is then predicted and provided with MPC. MPC utilizes the predicted motion to formulate a standard quadratic programming (QP) problem. By solving this QP problem, the optimized control is obtained and consequently applied to the vehicle.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the vehicle-crowd interaction model with emphasis of the slightly modified vehicle influence. Section 3 details the MPC based longitudinal speed regulation policy, which includes vehicle dynamics, MPC synthesis, QP generation, and complete algorithm. Section 4 presents the evaluation procedure, followed by simulation results in section 5. In the end, section 6 concludes this study and discusses future work.
PEDESTRIAN MOTION PREDICTION

Vehicle-Crowd Interaction Model
A social force based vehicle-crowd interaction (VCI) model [8] is used for the pedestrian motion prediction under the vehicle influence. In this model, each pedestrian motion x i ∈ R 2 is governed by 2D planar point-mass Newtonian dynamics subject to a total force F i ∈ R 2 consisting of several sub-forces:
where
j ∈ Q(i) denotes the index of nearby pedestrians around pedestrian i. f ij r , f ij c , f ij n are social forces, which denote the repulsive (attractive) force, the collision force, and the navigational force from pedestrian j to pedestrian i, respectively. f i v is the vehicle influence on pedestrian i, which is also a repulsive force with a specific direction. f i d is the destination force that drives the pedestrian to the temporary destination.
Details of modeling the above sub-forces can be found in [8] .
Vehicle Influence
Based on the original vehicle influence proposed in [8] , some parameters of the model was slightly modified to be more suitable for this specific interaction problem. When the vehicle longitudinal speed is less than 0.2m/s, the vehicle is simply regarded as a rectangular static obstacle. Roughly speaking, the vehicle influence can be viewed as a potential field subject to the change of the vehicle speed. Figure 2 shows the 
Motion Prediction
To predict pedestrian motion, it's assumed that all pedestrian state at time t = t can be correctly obtained, which means the sensing capability of the vehicle is perfect. In the prediction process, it is also assumed that the vehicle moves at a constant longitudinal speed the same as the current speed. Pedestrian motion at t > t is then calculated by iteratively applying the pedestrian dynamics in equation (1).
LONGITUDINAL SPEED REGULATION
Vehicle Dynamics
This study only considers longitudinal speed regulation, so a planner vehicle model with only longitudinal dynamics [4] is sufficient for this study:
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be a state vector of the vehicle position and speed. Equation (2) can be written as matrix form. Furthermore, with discretization time ∆t, the discretized vehicle dynamics can be obtained:
Model Predictive Controller (MPC) Synthesis
At time step k, with the vehicle dynamics (3) and current vehicle state x(k), future vehicle state x(k + n) can be obtained by iteratively applying the vehicle dynamics:
For simplicity, x(k + n) will be used instead of x(k + n|k) for the rest of the paper. Now, consider a MPC with N -step prediction horizon. The vehicle state from steps k + 1 to k + N can be combined and represented as following equation:
. . .
Due to the physical limitation of the vehicle, there are constraints on both the control action and the control action rate. Hence, ∀i = k + 1, . . . , k + N , we have
A speed constraint is also considered:
To avoid collision between the vehicle and pedestrians, a safe distance d saf e to the closest pedestrian in front of the vehicle must be maintained all the time. Since the previous defined pedestrian model can predict the pedestrian motion under vehicle influence in future N steps, the predicted pedestrian information can be used by MPC to maintain the safe distance in N steps.
This pedestrian safety is formulated as a hard constraint on the vehicle state:
where x p (i) is position of the closest pedestrian in front of the vehicle in the axis of vehicle's longitudinal position.
Cost Function Design and Quadratic Programming (QP) Problem Formulation
The ultimate goal of the MPC is to find a control sequence
T at every x(k) such that the vehicle obeys both the state constraints and the pedestrian safety requirement, while in the meantime, tries to keep the desired speed v d as much as possible. Therefore, the cost function is designed as how close the vehicle will keep its desired speed: which extracts the velocity states from X. Substituting equation (5), we can rewrite the cost function as:
The
Similarly, by substituting equation (5) and rearrange the constraint equations, the state constraints can be rewritten as:
Finally, the optimal control sequence U * can be obtained by solving the following standard QP problem:
subject to equations from (12) to (17). This QP problem can be easily solved by standard QP toolbox. In this study, the 'mpcqpsolver' in Matlab is used to solve this QP problem. Once U * is obtained, The first action of U * is applied for the current step. Fig. 3 . The longitudinal reference speed for the PID controller. A buffer distance is designed to gradually change the reference speed.
MPC Feasibility and Supplementary Proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) Control
Due to the highly uncertainty of the pedestrian-dense traffic scenario, solving the above QP problem for MPC might be infeasible. In this study, a classical PID approach [9] is proposed to supplement the MPC. At any time step, when the MPC cannot find a feasible solution, the controller switches to PID approach. To maintain the safe distance d saf e , a reference longitudinal speed v P ID r (k) for PID is determined based on the current distance to the closest pedestrian in front x p (k) − x 1 (k), as shown in figure 3 . The discrete-time PID control action is obtained as follows:
and K p , K i , K d are PID parameters. Table 1 shows all the parameters for the vehicle dynamics, the MPC, and the PID, which are manually tuned in the simulation. The overall algorithm to regulate the longitudinal speed of the autonomous vehicle is summarized in algorithm 1.
Overall Algorithm
EVALUATION
A classical pedestrian crossing scenario was designed to evaluate the proposed MPC, as illustrated in figure 4 . The actual (not predicted) pedestrian motion is also generated by aforementioned VCI model [8] . for each time step k do obtain x(k) and all pedestrian states; predict pedestrian motion and obtain X p ; solve for U * = arg min
were randomly initialized inside a rectangular area, so that situations of different pedestrian patterns can be covered.
The major evaluation criteria is the time spent for the autonomous vehicle to complete the vehicle-pedestrian interaction. The same number of simulations with pure PID approach on the vehicle was also conducted for the comparison purpose, because PID is regarded as the most efficient traditional approach for the longitudinal speed regulation.
Either using MPC or PID, different simulation might generate different interaction results, in which the vehicle might stop and wait for the pedestrian crossing, or directly drive through the pedestrian crowd without stopping and waiting. The reason is that when pedestrians interact with the autonomous vehicle, different pedestrian positions at any time t = t result in different vehicle speed regulation, which further increases the uncertainty of pedestrian motion at time t > t . Therefore, the simulation was evaluated based on 3 different situations:
• General Situation: consider the entire simulation results.
• Stop-and-Wait Situation: consider situations when both MPC and PID approaches stop and wait for pedestrian crossing.
• Non-stop Situation: consider situations when both MPC and PID approaches do not stop and wait. Fig. 4 . The scenario to be evaluated in the simulation. An autonomous vehicle interacts with a crowd of crossing pedestrians. There is no road layout, so that the vehicle and pedestrians have the same priority. The objective of the autonomous vehicle is to keep a safe distance to the closest pedestrian in front while tries to keep the desired longitudinal speed as much as possible. It is assumed that the vehicle can only move longitudinally, so this study doesn't consider steering action.
RESULT
Comparison Between MPC and PID
To visually illustrate the simulation result, figure 5 shows the screen-shots of one simulation example. The corresponding video is available online. 1 In this example, the autonomous vehicle slightly adjusted its longitudinal speed and successfully completed the vehicle-pedestrian interaction. Figure 6 shows the change of the vehicle state and controller state. In this particular example, MPC approach generates smoother longitudinal speed than PID approach.
The 2000 simulation results in scenarios of a number of 30 pedestrians were used for further analysis, which is divided into following 3 situations:
• Difference of total time spent to complete the interaction in General Situation.
• Difference of longest time spent to wait for pedestrian crossing in Stop-and-Wait Situation.
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Different Pedestrian Density
Simulations of different pedestrian density were also conducted. The numerical results are shown in table 2.
2 Generally speaking, the MPC approach is better than PID approach in terms of the time to complete the interaction, although the performance degrades as the pedestrian density decreases.
There is a steady-state error of ≈ 0.16m/s at the desired speed v r = 4m/s for the PID approach. The maximum delay caused by this steady-state error to complete the interaction is Fig. 9 . The difference of total time spent to complete the interaction between MPC approach and PID approach in situations where both approaches do not stop and wait. The histogram strongly indicates that the total time spent in MPC approach is shorter than PID approach. ≈ 0.4s, which is calculated by assuming v P ID r = v r all the time. Therefore, if the maximum delay of PID is considered, MPC approach is still better than PID approach in pedestriandense scenario (30 pedestrians in the simulation). However, in less-dense scenarios (20 or 10 pedestrians), it is hard to conclude that MPC approach is better than PID approach, although the simulation result still shows negative time difference.
CONCLUSION
This study investigated the possibility of applying model predictive control (MPC) supplemented with social force based vehicle-crowd interaction (VCI) model to regulate the longitudinal speed of the autonomous vehicle that faces a crowd of crossing pedestrians. The MPC problem was formulated based on state constraints and a safe distance to achieve collision avoidance and maximumly maintaining desired speed. The formulation was successfully converted into a standard quadratic programming (QP) problem, which can be easily solved by standard QP toolbox. Preliminary results demonstrated the merits of the proposed MPC approach by comparing it with classical pure PID approach. Future work is required to solve following issues:
• In the pedestrian motion prediction process, this constant vehicle speed assumption can be improved by incorporating the VCI model into the MPC synthesis. Because of the non-linearity of VCI model, this incorporation requires modifying the VCI model so that the MPC can be properly synthesized and sucessfully solved.
• The performance of the PID approach can be improved by systematically tuning the PID parameters. Specifically, the steady-state error should be minimized or eliminated, and other effects such as rise time, overshot, settling time, and stability should also be carefully treated.
• In addition to hard constraints on the control action, a quadratic term of control effort could also be included in the MPC cost function, so that the overall MPC performance can be improved by taking the control action in consideration.
